
2  You Belong to the universe

I Epiphany

Late one evening in the winter of 1927, Buckminster Fuller 
set out to kill himself in frigid Lake Michigan. At thirty- two 
years old, he was a failure. He had neither job prospects nor 
savings, and his wife had just given birth to a daughter. A life 
insurance policy, bought while he was in the Navy, was all 
that he had to support his family.

So Fuller walked down to a deserted stretch of shoreline 
on the North Side of Chicago. He looked out over the 
churning water and calculated how long he’d need to swim 
before succumbing to hypothermia. But as he prepared to 
jump, he felt a strange resistance, as if he were being lifted, 
and he heard a stern voice inside his head:  “You do not 
have the right to eliminate yourself. You do not belong to 
you. You belong to the universe.” Then the voice confided 
that his life had a purpose, which could be fulfilled only 
by sharing his mind with the world, and that his family 
would always be provided for, as long as he submitted to 
his calling.

He went home and told his wife. He explained that he no 
longer needed a job. He said that he had to think, and would 
not utter a word until he knew what he truly thought. For 
two full years, Fuller was silent. He filled five thousand pages 
with notes, as if in a trance. His jottings and sketches revealed 
the secret to making the whole human race successful for all 
eternity. He spent the rest of his life openly sharing the secret 
with everybody.

At least that’s how he later characterized his 1927 trans-
formation, addressing lecture halls crowded with disciples 
listening to his wisdom for seven or eight hours at a stretch. 
Sometimes he changed details, such as whether his daughter 
was born before or after his lakeside epiphany, or the number 
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of years he was silent, or how many pages he’d written. In 
interviews he might embellish his tale, claiming that he’d 
slept just two hours each night, or had become a vegetarian, 
or had moved his family into a slum where the neighbor 
was an Al Capone henchmen. Such details could easily be 
adjusted because even the essentials of his tale were essen-
tially invented.

Scrutinizing the copious records he kept of his life— a 
45- ton archive that he dubbed the Dymaxion Chronofile— 
scholars have found no evidence of a suicide attempt, or even 
a change in diet.1 Fuller did lose his job shortly after his 
daughter was born, but he found work within months. He 
became an asbestos flooring salesman, hardly a silent profes-
sion. Nonetheless, his files contain hundreds of pages of notes 
from the late 1920s, and the notes show that he was conceiv-
ing the philosophy and technology that would later mark 
his career as a self- proclaimed comprehensive anticipatory 
design scientist. During this period— as he started lecturing, 
and self- published his first book— he also began the process 
of crafting a personal myth.

The myth became more elaborate with repetition. It 
also grew more important as a narrative that illustrated his 
ideas and revealed linkages, rendering his worldview more 
intelligible to the broad public he sought to convert. Given 
his ambition of making the entire human race successful 
for all eternity, comprehensive anticipatory design science 

1. Now archived at Stanford University, the Chronofile is the most comprehensive 
record of an individual life known to exist. The Chronofile contains virtually every 
scrap of paper that related to Fuller, from his manuscripts and drawings to personal 
and professional correspondence to newspaper and magazine clippings. There are also 
a large number of unpaid bills and library citations for overdue books. Throughout his 
life, Fuller folded the Chronofile into his personal myth, alluding to it as evidence of his 
commitment to total autobiographical objectivity. Since his death, the Chronofile has 
ironically revealed how little of his life story conformed to fact.
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necessarily drew on bodies of knowledge as disparate as 
architecture, cartography, biology, economics, and cosmology. 
His life story helped to unify these fields for his audience.

And also for himself. Every time he recounted his myth, 
Fuller reformulated his vision, combining his ideas differently 
with each variation. Self- mythologizing was his way of thinking. 
Autobiographical fraudulence afforded intellectual flexibility.

He was too priggish to admit it. He insisted that he was 
being completely forthright. Time and again, he advertised 
his openness by dramatically confessing his suicide attempt, 
and justified his candor by modestly describing himself as a 
human guinea pig. His life was “an experiment to discover 
what the little, penniless, unknown individual might be able 
to do effectively on behalf of all humanity.”2 The man who’d 
stood on the shore of Lake Michigan could have been any-
one. Everybody could succeed as he had done, if only they 
embraced his beliefs and belonged to the universe.

For all the factual inaccuracies, Fuller’s personal myth is 
his truest intellectual biography. Moreover, because there’s no 
authoritative version— no consistency between tellings— his 
ideas remain as pliable today as when he was alive. His insights 
and innovations can be endlessly recombined and reimagined 
as global circumstances change. Revisiting his myth— with 
all its historical inaccuracies— is fundamental to reviving and 
renewing his thinking. For that reason, this book begins with 
a legend— foundational to the reconsideration of Fuller’s 
ideas and innovations in the chapters that follow. And the leg-
end begins in 1895, in the old Massachusetts town of Milton.

2. He recited variations on this line whenever he was given a chance. Permutations 
appear in his books and newspaper accounts of his speeches. More succinctly, he broadcast 
the illusion of modesty by insisting that everyone call him Bucky, his nickname since 
childhood.
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II The Myth

Bucky Fuller was an ungainly child. One leg was shorter 
than the other. Unlike his sister, he was cross- eyed and astig-
matic. She talked about things he couldn’t see, so he thought 
she was kidding. Not to be outdone, he conjured his own 
imaginary beings.

The grown- ups caught on in kindergarten, when 
a teacher asked him to make a house out of dried peas 
and  toothpicks. He did it by touch. Instead of making 
a box, he built a series of interlocking tetrahedra. Their 
sturdiness, he reckoned, must make them the basis of all 
architecture. The grown- ups tried to set him straight by 
correcting his eyesight.

But his glasses did nothing to change his perspective. He 
stubbornly trusted his own experience over what people 
said. Why build houses as flimsy cubes, guided by tradition, 
when trial and error showed the strength of tetrahedra? In 
fact, Bucky was baffled by most of what grown- ups believed. 
He was particularly mystified in math classes, where teachers 
talked in unfathomably abstract terms. He’d raise his hand 
when an instructor drew geometric figures on the black-
board. He’d ask what triangles were made of and how heavy 
squares were. He’d inquire about their temperature. His 
teachers accused him of insubordination, but his curiosity 
was perfectly earnest.

His only respite came in summer, when his family would 
move to an island they owned off the coast of Maine. Bear 
Island offered little more than rudimentary shelter. Wood 
was chopped by axe and water was drawn from a pump. The 
wood was weighty. The water was cold. Nothing on Bear 
Island was abstract.
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Bucky thrived on physical labor, which included a daily 
voyage by dinghy to retrieve the family’s mail. Making the 
circuit alone, he learned about tides and navigation. He also 
observed the life around him, which gave him the idea for his 
first invention: an oar loosely modeled on jellyfish propul-
sion. His mechanical jellyfish was constructed like an upside- 
down umbrella at the end of a pole that slid through a loop 
at the back of his rowboat. Submerged in the water, the jel-
lyfish opened when he pushed on it and closed as he pulled. 
It allowed him to cover good distance with little work. In a 
stroke, he saw that efficiency was a matter of design, and that 
nature had no tolerance of waste.

But invention wasn’t something that a Fuller man did for 
a living. The Fullers of Milton were clergymen and lawyers. 
His father was a merchant. And when Richard Buckminster 
Fuller, Sr., died around Bucky’s fifteenth birthday, Bucky’s 
career path was settled. He would go to Harvard— as the pre-
vious four generations of Fuller men had done— and return 
to support his family.

Lest his obligations be lost on him, an uncle summoned 
Bucky for a talk. The old man said that the world worked 
on principles set down by the political economist Thomas 
Malthus in 1798:  There wasn’t nearly enough wealth for 
everybody to succeed, and resources would only become 
more scarce as the population inevitably increased. To thrive 
in society and preserve his family’s status, Bucky must always 
keep the poor in their place.

But at Harvard, he felt impoverished. Most acquain-
tances from boarding school dropped him; with Malthusian 
cunning, they calculated that he had too little money to 
be admitted to a club, and his friendship would there-
fore diminish their chance of success. He tried out for the 
football team, and broke a kneecap. All social prospects 
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shattered, he started skimping on schoolwork and going 
out at night, prowling the backstreets of Boston, accompa-
nied by his sister’s wolfhound.

The dog provided a ruse for Bucky to meet showgirls. 
He’d lead the exotic animal to the stage door of a cabaret, 
feigning wealth, prompting conversation. His most intense 
infatuation was with a starlet named Marilyn Miller. After 
courting her in Boston, he followed her to Manhattan, where 
he demonstrated his feelings by treating her whole chorus 
line to a champagne banquet. In a single evening, he blew 
more than his allowance for the year. He also, incidentally, 
missed freshman midterms.

That was cause for expulsion. Relatives bailed out his 
poor mother, and contrived a punishment for his disgraceful 
behavior. He was exiled to a factory town in rural Quebec 
to work at a textile mill.

Bucky scarcely noticed the dearth of pretty young women. 
Apprenticed as a machine fitter, he was finally getting an 
education. He worked long hours learning to assemble tex-
tile machinery shipped from France and England. Many of 
the British machines were defective. Shunning sleep, he spent 
his nights figuring out how they were supposed to work and 
designing new parts. His fixes often involved improvements. 
He did too well for his own benefit. Hearing about his dili-
gence, relatives called him home and sent him back to Harvard.

The school saga repeated, albeit without Marilyn Miller 
or the wolfhound. Bucky skipped classes, got expelled, took 
a job, and recommenced his experiential education. This 
time it was in meat packing, as an employee of Armour & 
Company. He worked the 3:00 am to 5:00 pm shift six days a 
week, overseeing the transportation of meats from warehouse 
to market in New York. The logistical challenges enthralled 
him. So did refrigeration, a recent invention that minimized 
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spoilage so that more people could eat well: a case of tech-
nology counteracting Malthusianism.

On his days off, Bucky liked to dance. At one party on 
Long Island, where his sister’s family lived, he danced with a 
girl named Anne Hewlett. She was the daughter of a prom-
inent New York architect, and had a family lineage nearly 
as distinguished as the Fullers. Since Bucky happened to be 
working in an Armour plant astride the Long Island Railroad, 
he started calling on her often. Each time he spent his wages 
on a bunch of roses. His generosity impressed her. They got 
engaged.

That was in the summer of 1916. Woodrow Wilson was 
running for re- election, campaigning on the promise that 
he’d keep America out of the war. Germany didn’t care. 
U- boats threatened American lives. Bucky bristled with 
patriotism.

He was rejected by the Army on account of his eyesight. 
Lest the Navy also snub him, he offered his family’s boat— 
a forty- foot cabin cruiser called the Wego— to patrol the 
Maine coastline. Since his was the first boat volunteered, they 
appointed him chief boatswain, and ordered him to watch 
the waters for submarines.

What he found was the geometry of the universe. Looking 
at the bubbles made by the Wego’s propellers, he recalled his 
boarding school math teachers, who had taught him to mea-
sure a sphere’s volume in terms of pi. He also remembered 
that pi was an irrational number, a decimal that never ended. 
He asked himself how nature could ever make bubbles in 
such circumstances. Did nature approximate? The rules his 
teachers had taught him must be mistaken. Spheres ought to 
be understood in terms of the forces that made them. At the 
age of twenty- one, Bucky determined that the universe had 
no objects. Geometry described forces.
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It was an insight bound to shape Bucky’s entire 
worldview— informing every future invention— but he 
didn’t have time to apply it just then. On April 6, 1917, the 
United States entered World War I. Two months later, Bucky 
married Anne. The Wego was retired. Bucky was sent to the 
Naval Academy in Annapolis for three months of intensive 
training.

The curriculum suited his talents and temperament. 
Naval officers were trained comprehensively so that they 
could operate anticipatorily if the chain of command was 
broken by conditions at sea. Recruits were taught geog-
raphy and navigation. They learned logistics and ballistics 
and mechanics. Based on his technical aptitude, Bucky 
was made a communications officer in the Atlantic fleet. 
He assisted in pioneering radio experiments. Witnessing 
the first wireless communication between ship and plane, 
he grew convinced that all technology was accelerating, 
becoming increasingly effective and ubiquitous. Also ethe-
real. The radiotelephone could replace heavy cables. Alloys 
could make machinery lighter and stronger. Technology 
meant doing more with less. Progress was self- perpetuating. 
Knowledge was an infinitely renewable resource, render-
ing Malthusianism obsolete.

Or it could be if the world worked like the Navy. 
Resigning his commission after the armistice to be at home 
with his wife and infant daughter, Bucky was aghast at the 
technological gap between military and civilian life. He 
watched helplessly as his child succumbed to one illness after 
another. Alexandra suffered from influenza and pneumonia 
and spinal meningitis, all preventable, he believed, if housing 
were more sanitary. Her death at the age of four reinforced 
his conviction that technology needed to be domesticated— 
transferred from weaponry to “livingry.”
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His father- in- law had an idea. As an architect, James 
Monroe Hewlett was struck by the inefficiency of home 
construction. Everything was built on site, requiring the ser-
vices of master carpenters and masons who worked in tra-
ditional materials. As a result, good housing wasn’t widely 
available. Hewlett envisioned a building system that would 
be less expensive and easier to assemble: Bricks would be 
replaced with blocks of compressed woodchips braced with 
reinforced concrete. He brought in Bucky as a partner.

By 1927, Stockade Building Systems had supplied the 
materials for 240 houses. Bucky served as president, working 
fifteen hours a day, overseeing five regional offices. But inves-
tors were never satisfied with the profits, unable to appreciate 
the difficulty of Bucky’s task: He had to overcome the resis-
tance of the traditional building industry in every town and 
city. Finally the shareholders ousted him, the same month 
that his daughter Allegra was born. Bucky had no money, 
only his life insurance policy from the Navy. He set out to 
kill himself on Lake Michigan.

✦

In his two years of silence, Bucky completely reconceived 
housing. This time there were no compressed woodchips. The 
house of the future would be made entirely of lightweight 
plastics and high- strength alloys, fabricated and assembled in 
a factory, air- delivered by zeppelin. Designed according to 
Bucky’s geometric principles, it would hang from a mast, 
completely self- contained and perfectly balanced. It would 
be sanitary and efficient and inexpensive enough that anyone 
could own it. His 4D House would alleviate poverty, prevent 
disease, and allow the human race to thrive for the first time 
in history.
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He secured a patent, and explained the underlying phi-
losophy in a fifty- page book called 4D Time Lock. He mim-
eographed 200 copies. With his text and blueprints and an 
architectural model, he headed to the American Institute of 
Architects (AIA) convention in St. Louis, Missouri.

Bucky offered his house to the architects. He freely gave 
all intellectual property rights— in keeping with his 1927 
vow— so that the AIA could oversee global implementation 
of his plan. They turned him down. Protective of their pro-
fession, threatened by mass- production, the architects unan-
imously passed a resolution opposing standardized housing.

He was more warmly received in Chicago. The Marshall 
Field’s department store was eager to sell modern furniture, 
and Bucky’s invention stunningly evoked the future. All that 
was wanting was a catchy name. So the store hired a publi-
cist, who noted Bucky’s favorite words: dynamic, maximum, 
tension. The 4D House became the Dymaxion.

Bucky brought his Dymaxion house to Boston and 
Manhattan, lecturing wherever he found an audience. He 
talked at Harvard University and the Architectural League 
of New York, and even at a Greenwich Village tavern called 
Romany Marie’s. Word spread. The American Standard 
Sanitary Manufacturing Company contacted him, inter-
ested in producing his bathroom. He developed a proto-
type: an all- in- one steel unit that was light and efficient and 
could be installed in any home without custom pipework. 
Plumbers’ unions were aghast. American Standard canceled 
his project.

The experience was becoming all too familiar. It echoed 
Bucky’s misadventures at Stockade and with the AIA. He 
remained convinced that technology could better people’s 
lives, but perceived that the entire building industry needed 
reform. To reform it, Bucky needed a platform.
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In 1932, he cashed in his life insurance, bought a publi-
cation called T- square, renamed it Shelter, and made it the 
most technologically progressive architectural journal in the 
United States. Shelter presented housing as an engineering 
problem. Ships and airplanes were shown as architectural 
paradigms. Articles promoted mass- production as an anti-
dote to Depression- era squalor. Builders remained unper-
suaded. Shelter went out of business. The only idea that 
survived: Dymaxion transportation.

Like the bathroom, it related to Dymaxion housing. As a 
comprehensivist, Bucky was concerned with all aspects of 
living. Since his homes were portable, he reasoned that future 
families might not live on roads. They’d need to get around 
by air. They’d want a flying car.

Bucky’s car was to have inflatable wings, and it was 
designed for vertical takeoff on rotatable jets. Because the 
required materials didn’t yet exist, he proposed to perfect 
ground taxiing first. He would make the world’s first car 
to have the streamlining of an airplane. With capital from 
a stockbroker who’d seen his concept in Shelter, he opened 
a factory in Bridgeport, Connecticut, hiring twenty- seven 
workmen to build three experimental prototypes.

The Dymaxion car drove on three wheels, two in the 
front and one in the rear. The aluminum shell was shaped 
like an airship, enclosing seating for eleven people. With an 
eighty- five horsepower Ford engine, Bucky could surpass 
ninety miles per hour, with fuel efficiency of thirty miles per 
gallon. In other words, the car could travel at twice the speed 
of a Ford on half the fuel, carrying three times the number 
of people. Bucky could also steer the car on its own axis, 
pulling into a parking space without putting it in reverse. It 
was a triumph of design— a perfect demonstration of doing 
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more with less— impressing everyone from H. G. Wells to 
Amelia Earhart.

And then there was an accident. At the Chicago World’s 
Fair, one of the prototypes was hit by another car. It rolled 
over, killing the driver. The other vehicle belonged to a city 
official, and was towed off before the media arrived. In news-
papers the next morning, the deadly flip was attributed to 
Bucky’s radical design. The automotive industry— tepidly 
interested in Bucky’s concept— withdrew all support. Bucky’s 
company folded yet again.

But Bucky still wasn’t discouraged. If anything, he was 
beginning to see these serial failures as affirming. In all of 
his misfortune, he detected a pattern: He was consistently 
ahead of his time. His ideas were fit for the future. The most 
he could ever do was to anticipate what would be needed. 
In order to anticipate more accurately, he began a systematic 
study of all the world’s resources and human living require-
ments, and started to publish his findings. He considered the 
world logistically, drawing on his experience at Armour and 
his training in the Navy. He produced charts for Fortune mag-
azine, and published a book called Nine Chains to the Moon. 
In his writing, he approached invention as a convergence of 
resources, capabilities, and needs, facilitated by design.

The convergence could occur in the least expected of set-
tings. Driving through Illinois in 1940, Bucky saw that farmers 
stored their grain in cylindrical bins the size of small houses. 
There was no reason that the metal containers couldn’t be 
fitted with windows and doors, becoming factory- deliverable 
mass- produced single- family dwellings. As Bucky calculated 
how to make the bins habitable, World War II made porta-
ble shelter essential. Thousands of his Dymaxion Deployment 
Units were shipped overseas to house American soldiers.
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And Bucky was summoned to Washington, D.C., appointed 
to the Board of Economic Warfare as chief mechanical engi-
neer. He gave weekly briefings on global resources. To better 
understand their distribution, he developed his own carto-
graphic projection that flattened the world without distor-
tions. He dubbed it the Dymaxion Air- Ocean World Map, 
and developed versions showing raw materials and transpor-
tation routes.

Bucky was also responsible for monitoring domestic eco-
nomic conditions. He observed the growing demand for 
housing as soldiers came home and started families. Building 
homes in factories no longer seemed as outlandish as it had in 
the 1920s, and factories needed work as the war subsided and 
fewer weapons were produced. Bucky’s Dymaxion dwelling 
concept seemed apt to fill the gap. He proposed to fabricate 
housing at a Beech airplane plant in Wichita, Kansas. Beech 
readily agreed.

Bucky’s new Dymaxion was made of aircraft aluminum. It 
was air- deliverable and could be assembled in a day without 
specialized labor. It had many of the advantages promised by 
the original house- on- a- mast, including cleanliness, climate 
control, and affordability, but was more practical because 
the essential technologies were already available. When pro-
totypes were completed in 1945, the house attracted ten 
thousand pre- orders. But Bucky was once again thwarted 
by investors eager to make a fortune. Unwilling to compro-
mise on quality, uninterested in money, Bucky abandoned 
the project— leaving yet another failed company.

He returned to geometry. Developing the Dymaxion 
map, he’d begun thinking about spheres again. As before, he 
thought about spheres dynamically, but now he considered 
them in terms of geodesics: the sailing routes taken by ships, 
straight lines inscribed on a spherical surface. Geodesics were 
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the most efficient paths of travel. Bucky wondered whether 
a geodesic mesh— a network of travel routes realized in 
metal— would make an efficient structure.

His handheld models were impressively durable. The 
strength of the whole exceeded the strength of the parts, a 
phenomenon Bucky referred to as synergy. It was the epit-
ome of doing more with less— and just the right structure 
for a new form of shelter.

✦

Buckminster Fuller erected his first geodesic dome 
in 1948. He was teaching architecture at Black Mountain 
College, and brought materials to build a prototype dwell-
ing with students. The dome was forty- eight feet tall. It 
immediately fell.

That was Bucky’s intent. He wanted to calculate the mini-
mum amount of material needed for a self- supporting struc-
ture. A slight increase in the rigidity of his struts was enough 
to hold it up.

Working with students again, he added a skin. He made a 
scale model showing how his dome might be furnished as a 
home. Another model demonstrated a geodesically enclosed 
factory. He used universities as laboratories, engaging stu-
dents in his R&D process and teaching them his philosophy. 
They learned about comprehensive research and anticipatory 
design. They learned to make more with less so that all of 
humanity could thrive on a planet with limited resources, a 
world he dubbed “Spaceship Earth.”

Industry finally followed Bucky’s lead. His first client was 
Ford, which commissioned him to enclose the vast atrium 
of their visitor center in 1953. Several years later, Bucky built 
the largest clearspan structure in the world— twice as big as 
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St. Peter’s Basilica— as a maintenance facility for the Union 
Tank Car Company.  There was no limit to the size of geo-
desic structures. Enlarging them only made them sturdier.

Their lightweight rigidity also made them singularly 
transportable:  the first large- scale shelter that could be air-
lifted. The Pentagon commissioned geodesic shells to pro-
tect radar north of the Arctic Circle, and the Commerce 
Department used domes as trade pavilions. The first was 
flown to Afghanistan and assembled by unskilled laborers in 
just two days. Another went to Moscow, where it impressed 
Nikita Khrushchev. He opted to keep it.

Bucky built a dome wherever the United States sought 
influence, from India to Turkey to Japan. For the 1967 World’s 
Fair, he engineered a three- quarter sphere taller than a 
twenty- story building, with motorized panels to control the 
internal climate. The American Pavilion attracted more than 
five million visitors. He dedicated it to Anne, on their fiftieth 
wedding anniversary. For the rest of the world, it stood as an 
icon of American ingenuity.

In the two- decade span between Black Mountain and the 
World’s Fair, Bucky also made other structures. The most 
important was a variation on his kindergarten experiments 
with peas and toothpicks: an endlessly repeating pattern of 
tetrahedra called an octet truss. His truss did for flat roofs 
what geodesics achieved for the dome. And together with 
inventions such as the tensegrity mast, they represented the 
fulfillment of the potential Bucky had foreseen in World War 
I, when he’d witnessed radio waves replacing copper cables. 
They were cases of ephemeralization, in which design replaced 
materials.

With each new engineering feat, Bucky’s clout increased. 
He took a professorship at Southern Illinois University— 
where he built a plywood dome for his family— but he was 
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seldom in state. Traveling the world, he ran seminars and lec-
tured to the masses. His practical approach to environmental-
ism and peace made him a hero of the counterculture, and his 
domes became the standard architecture of communes. He 
also had the attention of world leaders, from Indira Gandhi 
to Lyndon Johnson. All was as he’d predicted. The world was 
starting to recognize the problems he’d anticipated, and to 
embrace the solutions he’d envisioned.

He redoubled his efforts. His new ideas were ever more 
ambitious, proposed with the expectation that they would 
take decades to achieve. He proposed to dome entire cities 
for a temperate climate, and suggested that new civilizations 
would be more efficient if built in seaborne tetrahedra. He 
devised a global power grid to decrease energy waste. He 
proposed that world resources be monitored on an enor-
mous geodesic globe, and equitably distributed by computer, 
eliminating the need for governments and motivations for 
war. All of these concepts were interrelated for Bucky. They 
were natural conclusions of his 1927 epiphany. Anyone could 
have come up with them. The task just happened to fall upon 
Guinea Pig B.

The world was ready for geodesics— and some people even 
backed computerized government— but no one accepted 
Bucky’s modest self- appraisal. He was given the American 
Institute of Architects’ gold medal and a Phi Beta Kappa key 
from Harvard. He was awarded forty- seven honorary doc-
torates, and was appointed World Fellow in Residence by an 
East Coast college consortium. And several times, he was a 
leading contender for the Nobel Peace Prize. On February 
23, 1983, Ronald Reagan awarded him the Presidential Medal 
of Freedom.

The White House ceremony was one of Bucky’s final 
public appearances. Three months later, his wife slipped 
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into a coma. While visiting her at the hospital, Bucky suf-
fered a fatal heart attack. Still comatose, Anne died thirty- six 
hours later.

III Postmortem

Fawning obituaries eulogized Buckminster Fuller. The 
articles enumerated his many honors. They noted that he 
had received twenty- six patents, had published twenty- five 
books, and had circled the world forty- three times as a lec-
turer. The Boston Globe observed that the 200,000 geodesic 
domes erected since 1948 covered more of the planet than 
any other form of architecture.3

Each of these obituaries traced Fuller’s path to success by 
recapitulating his personal myth. There was the expulsion from 
Harvard, the crisis of 1927, the AIA rejection of his 4D patent, 
the Dymaxion car crash: a pattern of cruel failure followed by 
colossal vindication. The whole narrative arc was summed up 
in one line by The Philadelphia Inquirer: “He began anticipating 
the needs of mankind in 1927, and after three decades of being 
ignored, or at best being viewed as an amiable crackpot, he 
became, during the 1960s, a hero of American culture.”

As remarkable as this story was, it’s equally astounding 
how little scrutiny it received. From The Saturday Evening Post 
and Fortune in the 1940s to The New Yorker and Time in the 
1960s, journalists printed the legend. The same was true of 
Fuller’s many biographers. The only book published during 
Fuller’s lifetime that explicitly considered his mythmaking 
was authored by Hugh Kenner, a devotee of geodesics who 

3. Many of these figures varied from one newspaper to another. According to the 
Philadelphia Inquirer, there were a mere 100,000 geodesic domes in the world. The 
New York Times, on the other hand, bloated his portfolio of patents to two thousand.
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happened also to be one of the world’s great literary critics. In 
Bucky, Kenner neither accepted Fuller’s tale nor discredited it, 
because he appreciated the myth in its own right. “[E] veryone 
knows the story of  Washington and the cherry tree, or Newton 
and the apple, or Watt and the teakettle,” Kenner wrote. “They 
are mythological statements; they concentrate truth.”

This concentration of truth is what made Fuller’s account 
of his life so compelling to students and journalists and biog-
raphers. In concentrated form, his ideas were as palpable as 
Newton’s apple, and his principles could be emulated as sim-
ply as Washington’s honesty. His myth made Spaceship Earth 
a real place. His mythical self made comprehensive anticipa-
tory design science a plausible job— the role we now refer to 
as world- changing, taking the concept for granted even when 
Fuller’s name goes unmentioned.

Still, there are limits to how much principle a cherry tree 
can nurture, and to how much science and technology can 
be extracted from apples and teakettles. Clearly there’s far 
more to Washington and Newton and Watt than can be con-
centrated in any given truth. And while Fuller was excep-
tionally fast and loose with his myth— facilitating endless 
remixing of the truthiest bits— his myth alone is not enough 
to guide the hard work of world- changing here aboard 
Spaceship Earth.

Posthumous scholarship has vastly improved our ability to 
probe the Bucky Fuller legend.4 By knowing what he fab-
ricated, we can better appreciate the concepts he was con-
veying; by keeping in mind what he omitted, we can better 

4. The Dymaxion Chronofile was acquired by Stanford in 1999, and serious scholarly 
work soon followed. Two of the most notable books are Becoming Bucky Fuller by Loretta 
Lorance and New Views on R. Buckminster Fuller, a collection edited by Hsiao- Yun Chu 
and Robert G. Trujillo. Both were published in 2009, more than a quarter century after 
Fuller’s death. Even today, most people who write about Fuller in popular media persist 
in recapitulating his myth.
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assess the limitations of his innovations. Historical con-
text further enriches understanding. Fuller had a tendency 
to claim all ideas as his own, exploiting his long life span 
and the poor collective memory of audiences. Chronically 
afflicted with petty egomania, Guinea Pig B inadvertently 
obscured his most original thinking, which was at the level 
of whole systems. To recover that systematic thought and 
to take up comprehensive anticipatory design science today 
require that his real achievements be distinguished from 
résumé padding. While the myth is enlightening, demysti-
fication is liberating. It disentangles Fuller’s ideas from his 
cult of personality, and emancipates them from his acolytes, 
who have attempted to keep his thinking under house arrest 
since 1983. The significance of Fuller’s myth paradoxically 
becomes apparent through the process of demystification; 
the myth becomes more enlightening when it’s no longer 
taken literally.

In Fuller’s telling, every experience is essential because all 
knowledge is interconnected. His intellectual autobiography 
is the epitome of comprehensivism.5 Fuller didn’t need lit-
erally to stand by the lakeside in 1927— let alone spend the 
following two years in silent contemplation— for his vision 
of total global commitment to motivate audiences. His expe-
riences didn’t have to all converge in reality— let alone result 
in innovations that exceeded the sum of expectations— for 
his myth to evoke the power of synergy. “It’s a poet’s job 
he does, clarifying the world,” Kenner wrote. In his lifetime, 
Fuller was poet laureate of Spaceship Earth. There has not 
been one since.

5. It can also be read as a cautionary tale of what happens when systematic thinking 
succumbs to apophenia.
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IV Spaceship Earth

In the summer of 2008, the Whitney Museum of American 
Art organized a Buckminster Fuller retrospective, the 
first major reappearance of Fuller since his death a quar-
ter century earlier. Writing for the New York Times, Nicolai 
Ouroussoff attributed the renewed interest to nostalgia— 
noting that Cold War aesthetics were back in style— while 
lamenting that “Fuller’s brand of idealism seems more dis-
tant than ever.” In fact, the utopianism underlying Fuller’s 
thinking was on the verge of resurgence, a comeback that 
continues to gain momentum, making Fuller more relevant 
with each passing year.

Some of the first murmurings were on the conference 
circuit. The annual TED Prize, for instance, was launched in 
2005 to recognize “an extraordinary individual with a cre-
ative and bold vision to spark global change.” Early recipi-
ents ranged from Bill Clinton (for improving health care in 
Rwanda) to Dave Eggers (for supporting public schools with 
educational volunteers). Other conferences, ranging from 
Davos to SXSW, reinforced this rhetoric of global change, as 
did industry- sponsored X- Prizes, offering jackpots in excess 
of $1 million for the development of energy- efficient cars 
and affordable gene sequencing. By 2011, “world- changing” 
was such a phenomenon— and buzzword— that Scientific 
American began to publish an annual roundup of “world- 
changing ideas,” such as health monitoring by cell phone 
and burying carbon underground.

Fuller’s clout has been bolstered by this outburst of 
twenty- first- century idealism, and his growing posthumous 
reputation has encouraged it:  a positive feedback loop in 
every sense of the word. Environmentally oriented architects 
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and designers, including Thom Mayne and Yves Béhar, have 
cited Fuller as an influence. In the tech industry, Fuller’s 
name is synonymous with unbounded creativity. (Along 
with Albert Einstein and John Lennon, he is one of the 
seventeen icons featured in Apple’s original Think Different 
campaign.6) His reputation as poet laureate of Spaceship 
Earth persists. However, most initiatives falling under the 
rubric of global change lack the truly global perspective— 
the comprehensiveness— of Fuller’s foremost ideas, let alone 
his comprehensive process of ideation. If world-changing is 
the ambition of our age, there is much to extrapolate from 
Fuller’s myth, and much to appropriate from his work.

Fuller explained comprehensive anticipatory design sci-
ence many times and in many ways, yet his most eloquent 
and succinct definition of the practice was “to make the 
world work for one hundred percent of humanity, in the 
shortest possible time, through spontaneous cooperation, 
without ecological offense or the disadvantage of anyone.”7 
Even if the majority of his inventions were as eccentrically 
impractical as a house on a mast, and none of them wrought 
the global paradise he preached, his hundred- percent ethos 
was prophetic— and only becomes more resonant in a soci-
ety where half the world’s wealth is held by the wealthiest 
one percent.

6. The seventeen men and women were effectively transformed into company 
mascots, emblemizing what Apple claimed to represent. To quote from the commercial’s 
voiceover: “You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them. About the 
only thing you can’t do is ignore them. Because they change things. They push the human 
race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius. Because the 
people who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the ones who do.” 
The ad has been credited with setting Apple on course to become the iconic technology 
company of our era.

7. He was speaking specifically about his World Game, discussed in Chapter 6. The 
quote has since become a sort of mantra for the Buckminster Fuller Institute. But even 
in repetition, it still stands out for its iconoclastic optimism about the potential of global 
thinking.
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Divisiveness is exacerbated by the ecological offense of 
climate change, which adversely impacts developing nations 
to a disproportionate degree— and harms other species even 
more catastrophically. We are in the midst of a sixth mass 
extinction, unequivocally caused by human activity, in which 
the loss of vertebrate species has grown to more than one 
hundred times the background rate.8 Atmospheric carbon 
dioxide levels are the highest in the past 650,000 years, and 
the level of Arctic summer sea ice is the lowest on record. 
Undermining biodiversity, rising seas and extreme weather 
also don’t bode well for Homo sapiens. Enough people are 
sufficiently alarmed to have made environmentalism main-
stream. There is broad recognition that the planet needs 
attention, and broadening agreement that one hundred per-
cent of humanity needs food and water security.

Now more relevant than ever before, Fuller’s core antic-
ipatory design principles— such as inquiring “how nature 
builds” and doing “the most with the least”— are ready for 
mainstream take- up, as is his habit of bridging far- flung dis-
ciplines such as environmental science and urban planning. 
Drawn from diverse fields and recombined with a compre-
hensive anticipatory mindset, technological and scientific 
advances achieved since Fuller’s death bring new promise to 
his interest in learning from nature and making the most of 
resources. For instance, nanomaterials can now be optimized 
at an atomic scale, and microbiology is revealing that evolu-
tion is the grandmaster of nanoengineering. (The Saharan 
silver ant is a fine example, able to forage in scorching desert 
sunlight, protected by silvery hair that reflects near- infrared 

8. The latest estimate, published in Science Advances in 2015, compares vertebrate species 
loss over the past century to the background extinction rate for mammals, estimated at 
two species per 10,000 per 100 years. This is only the sixth time in the 4.5 billion years 
of life on Earth that so many species are being lost so rapidly.
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solar radiation while simultaneously emitting body heat in 
the mid- infrared range; construction materials with equiv-
alent surface properties can provide buildings with passive 
cooling in hot climates.) Even more pertinent to realizing 
Fuller’s grandiose vision is the power of the World Wide 
Web to collect and communicate information. Suggestively 
evoked in Fuller’s most audacious schemes (such as the 
Geoscope and World Game) decades before its invention, the 
Web can become the ultimate tool for spontaneous coopera-
tion when reconsidered in terms of design science principles.

The time has come to release Fuller from the zany sci- fi 
designs that made him notorious, and to rescue him from 
the groupies who have impounded him as a cultish prophet. 
Today Fuller is rightly renowned, but for the wrong reasons. 
We need to rediscover the foundations of his innovation, and 
to emulate his balanced use of the world’s limited resources.

The chapters that follow critically examine a broad range 
of Fuller’s major innovations in order to discover design 
principles pertinent to Spaceship Earth in 2016, and to 
explore how they might be applied by the contemporary 
comprehensive anticipatory design scientist. Featured inven-
tions include the Dymaxion Car, the Wichita House, Two- 
Way TV, the Geoscope, the Dome Over Manhattan, and the 
World Game. Some, such as the car and house, have become 
iconic. Others, such as Two- Way TV, have nearly been for-
gotten. Several of the inventions, including the Geoscope 
and the World Game, were constantly being reimagined, tak-
ing myriad forms over multiple decades. And at least one, 
the Dome Over Manhattan, was pure folly (though it was 
based on Fuller’s most practical and profitable invention, the 
Geodesic Dome).

Each of these innovations is set in historical context to 
show the true nature of Fuller’s breakthrough— too often 


